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ABSTRACT
From the beginning of 1990's in Finland has been developed a programme to be able to
easily and reliably evaluate safety effects achieved by road improvements. This is
necessary to verify if FinnRA has achieved its traffic safety target. A traffic safety evaluation
programme called TARVA has been introduced in Finland in 1995.

TARVA has basically been done for Finnish roads (database and language), but even an
English version with Lithuanian road data base and accident models has been produced.
Because of simple evaluation algorithms, the programme can easily be converted to any
other country that has some basic database about roads, traffic and accidents.

Complicated accident models have had severe problems in estimating the safety effects of
road improvements. That is why the idea of TARVA is to use accident models together with
the accident history to estimate the expected number of accidents on the road if no
measures would be implemented. The effects of measures can then be evaluated based on
a reliable estimate of accidents without measures and the effects of measures to be
implemented. Even the severity of injury accidents and change in it due to road
improvements can be taken into consideration using TARVA.

Using the estimates of yearly avoided injury accidents and fatalities due to road
improvements, one can easily calculate the save in accident costs. When knowing also the
costs of the measures, it is easy to calculate what kind of measures are the most effective
regarding safety and where those measures pay off most effectively

The motivation of using TARVA, evaluation principles, the easy use of programme and some
results will be demonstrated.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In Finland, the traffic safety objectives are expressed in the number of fatalities. They were
for example due to be halved from those in 1989 by the end of the century - and the target
was achieved. The results of the studies concerning safety effects of road improvements are
often presented as the reduction of injury accidents caused by the measure. Hence we use
the number of injury accidents together with the average severity of accidents (deaths/injury
accidents) and its change to estimate how much some action contributes to road safety
improvements.

The Finnish National Road Administration (FinnRA) is responsible for the building and
maintenance of public roads (not streets or private roads). FinnRA gets yearly a traffic safety
improvement target from the Ministry of Transport and Communications. The achievement of
this target is evaluated using a safety effect evaluation programme, called TARVA . Name
TARVA comes from the initials of Finnish words which mean Evaluation of Safety Effects
Using Effect Coefficients.

The average annual daily traffic (AADT) on Finnish main roads in 1996 was about 3 400
automobiles. The total length of the main roads is 10 600 kilometres. Annually about 1 300
injury accidents occur on these roads. The accident rate was 9.6 injury accidents / 100
million automobile kilometres and the death rate was 1.3 deaths/ 100 million automobile kilo-
metres. The traffic safety situation in Finland is rather good compared to many other
countries.

2. THE CHANGING IDEA OF USING ACCIDENT PREDICTING
MODELS
In Finland accident predicting models have been used for example to predict the safety
effects of road improvements. To predict well the safety situation on the roads before and
after some road improvement measures, even quite complicated accident models have been
formulated (Kulmala 1991). These models fitted very well the data.

Still there were problems with the "effects" of some variables. Because of complicated
internal correlations, the "effects" of some variables in the models differed remarkably from
those known from many before and after studies. This was caused for example by the
correlation with the speed limit. Two such factors are the number of unprotected road users
and the land use along the road. These factors are not routinely coded in our road register,
so their effects are reflected in the effect of speed limit in the accident models.

To tackle these difficulties, we attempted to do some models with preset effects of some
important factors (speed limit and the existence of road lighting and pedestrian/bicycle path).

Among researchers, road planners and other users of the accident models, there was
uncertainty whether same kinds of problems arising from internal correlations would still
exist. When testing the preset models, we noticed that bias caused by improper variables in
the accident models still existed (Peltola, Kulmala & Kallberg 1994). Even if the models
described very well the existing safety situation, they were not able to predict well the safety
situation in a new combination of variables describing the new situation. This was because of
internal correlations and insufficient variables in the accident models.
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The biggest problems in modelling data are caused by missing flow data for unprotected
road users and the lack of adequate information of the land use along the roads. We
realised, that it is a hopeless task to gather all the possible factors affecting traffic safety
situation on a certain place. We decided to concentrate on evaluating first the existing safety
situation as well as possible and after that evaluate what would be the effects of changes in
the road conditions.

The new idea was to use accident models together with the accident history to
estimate the expected number of accidents on the road if no measures would be
implemented. The effects of measures could then be evaluated based on a reliable
estimate of accidents without measures and the effects of measures to be
implemented.

The change of the meaning of the accident models made it possible to try to make also very
simple accident models, which could be better understood by users of the models.

3. COMPARISONS OF DIFFERENT KIND OF MODELS
To be able to select reasonable model types, we tested a number of possible accident
models with varying complexity (Peltola, Kulmala & Kallberg 1994). The goodness-of-fit of
the models was tested for the accident data from the years following those used in their
modelling.

If the accident model is good enough, it can even predict the number of accidents in the
future. To test this, we compared the accident models done for years 1987-1991 to the
number of accidents in 1992 and even in 1985 - 1986. We did the comparisons for motor
vehicle accidents on paved rural highways outside junctions.

The models described here were developed for over 5 000 homogenous road sections, the
average length of which was 2.7 km. A total of 4 700 injury accidents occurred on the studied
network in 1987 - 1991.

The accident predicting models compared were (see Appendix 1):

I accident history, the number of accidents unchanged *)

II accident history, the accident risk unchanged (accident rate)

III preset accident model (the effects of speed limit, pedestrian/bicycle lane and
road lightning preset)

IV quite a complicated accident model

*) Homogenous road sections were so short that there were many sections with no accidents during the five
years. Prediction by history fitted much better when the average risk was used as a predictor instead of
zero accidents on those sections. So when having 0 accidents, the average risk was used instead.

The goodness of the predictions was estimated by counting how much the systematic, non-
random variation the model can explain (the degree of explanation). The main results of the
comparison are presented in Table 1.
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Table 1. The degree of explanation when the predicted numbers of accidents are
compared to the observed number of accidents in one year and three years.

Fel! Bokmärket är inte definierat.

Prediction model

      Degree of explanation for

 1 years data  3 years data

I   accident history

II  risk history

III preset model

IV  complicated model

27,0 %

42,0 %

42,1 %

42,8 %

54,6 %

81,9 %

81,3 %

82,2 %

Main conclusions from the comparisons were as follows:

- The models fit much better with the accident data of three years than just of one
year. In the number of accidents of one year there is so much random variation that
it can not be predicted very well. 

- The number of accidents in the past is not a good way of predicting accidents even
if you would improve it by replacing the prediction by the average risk when having
no accidents.

- The average risk is quite a good prediction at least for one homogenous road group
and one accident group (automobile accidents on paved rural highways outside
junctions).

- The prediction does not improve very much when making the models more compli-
cated. Preset and complicated accident models are almost as good. The model
without presetting is slightly better.

- Motor vehicle mileage explains quite a lot of the variation of motor vehicle accidents.
Adding more explaining variables does not improve the model very much. One
reason for this may be that the mileage is correlated with the other explaining
factors. 

Our main conclusion for the development of a traffic safety evaluation tool was, that a simple
accident model (accident rate constant in homogenous road conditions) can be used for
example when predicting the current safety situation before any road improvements. When
the aim is to understand the relationships between traffic and road conditions and the
number of accidents, we can use more complicated models. Even then, relationships
identified of the models must be separately tested by e.g. before and after studies to avoid
wrong conclusion caused by internal correlations in the data.

Reliable estimates of exposure are necessary for developing good accident models. This is
true for motor vehicles, for which we have adequate flow data, but also for unprotected road
users and animals, for which we have almost no exposure data at all.
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4. EVALUATION METHOD

4.1 General

Based on the above mentioned main conclusions, a traffic safety evaluation programme
called TARVA has been introduced in Finland in 1995. It has been in use, updated and even
developed since then. The idea when introducing it was, to develop a simple programme to
be able to easily and reliably evaluate safety effects achieved by road improvements.
The user of the programme should even be able to understand what the evaluation
programme is doing and why.

TARVA has basically been done for Finnish roads (database and language), but even an
English version with Lithuanian road data base and accident models has been produced.
Because of simple evaluation algorithms, the programme can easily be converted to any
other country that has some basic database about roads, traffic and accidents.

4.2 Estimation principles

The estimation of safety effects of road improvements is a four-phase process (see also
figure 1, where the following numbers refer to).

1) For each homogeneous road segment, the most reliable estimate of the accident
number is combined from the number of accidents in the past, vehicle mileage and
the average accident rate in corresponding conditions. Accident information is
combined in a formula which takes into consideration the model's goodness
of fit and the random variation in the number of accidents. The weight of the
accident model compared to the weight of the accident history is the bigger the more
there is random variation in the accident count.

2) To make a prediction of the number of accidents without road improvements,
the most reliable estimate of the number of accidents is corrected by the
growth coefficient of the traffic. Also the effects of fundamental changes in land
use on the forecasted accident number can be taken into consideration by the
coefficient.

3) The effects of the measures on injury accidents are then described in terms of
impact coefficients. The impacts coefficients have been obtained from the
research results of all the relevant countries taking into consideration the differences
in traffic regulation and road user behaviour (see Appendix 2).

4) Road improvement measures can affect also the severity of the accidents remaining
on the road after the improvement. These effects can also be taken into
consideration in TARVA by using severity change coefficients (see Appendix 2).
Using evaluated injury accident reduction percentage and knowledge about
the average severity (deaths/100 injury accidents) and its change, TARVA
gives an estimate of yearly-avoided accidents.

It is worth while mentioning that to be able to use relevant information about exposure to
accidents, in TARVA we use different models for junctions and road sections. For road
sections, the accident prediction model is based on the number of accidents per vehicle
mileage and for junctions on the number of accidents per incoming vehicles. We calculate
three separate types of accidents (those involving motor vehicles only, involving pedestrians
and bicyclists and involving animals). These are used because road improvements can have
very different effects on those accident types (see Appendix 2). All these different models
and types of accidents are handled by the programme, so the user doesn't have to worry
about those.
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Using the estimates of yearly avoided injury accidents and fatalities due to road
improvements, one can easily calculate the save in accident costs. When knowing also the
costs of the measures, it is easy to calculate what kind of measures are the most effective
regarding safety and where those measures pay off most effectively (see Appendix 3).

Injury accidents on
a road section

(5 years)

Average accident
rate and its variation

on a road section

Current number
of accidents

Change in safety
situation

Forecast of the
number of accidents

Measure and its
impact coefficient

Accident
reduction

Average accident severity
in road conditions in

question and its change

Traffic fatality
reduction

1) Reliable estimate of current safety situation
2) For example, traffic or land use change

(1 (2

Figure 1. Estimation flow chart

4.3 Outputs of the TARVA programme

The safety effects of the road improving measures are estimated in terms of accident
reduction and avoided fatalities. The results are presented in a variety of reports, each
designed to certain point of view (see for example Appendix 4).

Using the in advance defined reports or self customised reports, the effects of road safety
improvements can be evaluated by (special report for each purpose):

- location of the road improvement

- type of road improvement

- road improvement category

- improvement project

- on what road categories the road improvements will be implemented.

Results from TARVA are easy to compare for example between road districts, because all
the calculations have been done in the same way and using same background information
and definitions.
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APPENDIX 1
Examples of different kinds of models (Motor vehicle accidents on single carriageway main roads
outside urban areas, road sections).

"Complicated model":
E= 0.156 * A1 * A2 * A3 * A4 * A5 * A6 * MILEAGE, where

E= expected number of injury accidents per year
MILEAGE= motor vehicle mileage as millions of kilometres/year
A1= 1.000 if speed limit = 50 km/h
A1= 0.619 if speed limit = 60 km/h
A1= 0.619 if speed limit = 70 km/h
A1= 0.662 if speed limit = 80 km/h
A1= 0.604 if speed limit = 100 km/h
A2= exp (0.00091 * (percentage of lighted road length))
A3= exp (-0.005882 * percentage of road length where 300 meter sight distances)
A4= exp (0.0279 * percentage of heavy vehicles)
A5= exp (0.0748 * (busy private road junctions/road km))
A6= 1.127 if paved road, width of pavement under 6.9 meters
A6= 1.046 if paved road, width of pavement at least 6.9 meters
A6= 1 if the road is not paved (gravel road)

"Preset model":
E= 0.1315 * B1 * B2 * B3 * B4 * B5 * B6 * MILEAGE, where

B1= 0.780 if speed limit = 50 km/h
B1= 0.850 if speed limit = 60 km/h
B1= 0.993 if speed limit = 70 km/h
B1= 1.000 if speed limit = 80 km/h
B1= 1.250 if speed limit = 100 km/h
B2= 1 - (0.1 * (percentage of lighted road length/100))
B3= exp (-0.009952 * percentage of road length where 300 meter sight distances)
B4= exp (0.01485 * percentage of heavy vehicles)
B5= exp (0.1368 * (busy private road junctions/road km)
B6= 1.201 if paved road, width of pavement under 6.9 meters
B6= 1.110 if paved road, width of pavement at least 6.9 meters
B6= 1 if the road is not paved (gravel road)

"Simple model":
E= 0.0173 * MILEAGE

N.B.: The model would not be so simple, if the comparison should include more variable surroundings.
In the comparison was only motor vehicle accidents on single carriageway main roads outside urban
areas (road sections).
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APPENDIX 2/1
DEFINED TRAFFIC SAFETY MEASURES IN LITHUANIAN TARVA, TARVAL

Measure Impact coefficients Change in severity, %
number DESCRIPTIO N O F MEASURE Car Light Animal Car Light Animal

PRESENT SAFETY:
0 Present safety 1 1 1 0 0 0

PEDESTRIAN/BICYCLE MEASURES:
101 Pedestrian/bicycle way 1 0.7 1 0 0 0
102 Ped/bic. grade separated crossing 1 0.5 1 0 0 0
103 Traffic island on zebra crossing 1 0.8 1 0 0.1 0
104 Traffic lights on zebra crossing 0.95 0.75 1 0 0 0
105 Zebra crossing arrangements 0.95 0.9 1 0 0 0
106 Improving ped/bic. way 1 0.85 1 0 0 0
107 Ped/bic to paralle l minor road 1 0.8 1 0 0 0

RO AD IMPRO VEMENTS:
201 Semi motorway to motorway 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.76 0.49 0
202 Improving delineation, country s ide 0.85 0.85 0.85 0 0 0
203 Widening road, country s ide 0.9 0.9 0.9 0 0 0
204 O vertaking lane 0.9 1 1 0 0 0
205 Minor crossection arrangements 0.9 0.9 1 0 0 0
206 Wide lanes to a semi motorway 0.9 1 1 0 0 0
207 Wide lanes to a minor road 1.1 1.1 1.1 0 0 0
208 Asphalt pavement to a gravel road 1.1 1.1 1.1 -0.05 -0.05 -0.05
209 Building a central island 0.8 0.9 1 0.2 0.1 0
210 Bus stop, country s ide 0.95 0.8 1 0 0 0

IMPRO VING RO AD ENVIRO NMENT
301 New lightning, rigid poles 0.9 0.9 0.9 0 0 0
302 New lights, breakable  poles 0.85 0.9 0.9 0.15 0 0
303 Rigid to breakable poles 0.95 1 1 0.15 0 0
304 Guard rail or road side  softening 0.95 1 1 0.1 0 0.05
305 Sight improvement 1 1 0.9 0 0 0
306 Animal fench on motorways, long 1 1 0.6 0 0 0
307 Animal fench, short 1 1 0.85 0 0 0

CRO SSING MEASURES
401 Building a roundabout 0.7 0.85 1 0.2 0.2 0
402 Building a grade separated junction 0.6 0.6 1 0.15 0.15 0
403 Improving grade separated junction 0.85 1 1 0 0 0
404 Cars+ped.under major road 0.7 0.6 1 0.1 0.1 0
405 X-crossing to two T-crossings 0.8 0.9 1 0.1 0 0
406 Moving crossing to a better place 0.9 0.9 1 0 0 0
407 Channelisation of a 4-arm crossing 0.9 0.9 1 0 0 0
408 Improving channelisation, 4-arm crossing 0.95 0.95 1 0 0 0
409 Channelisation of a 3-arm crossing 0.95 0.95 1 0 0 0
410 Building a dodge place in a crossing 0.85 1 1 0 0 0
411 Acceleration lane to a grade sep.cros. 0.9 1 1 0.05 0 0
412 New traffic lights, 4-arm crossing 0.7 0.7 1 0.1 0.1 0
413 New traffic lights, 3-arm crossing 0.9 0.9 1 0.05 0.05 0
414 Modernisation of existing traffic lights 0.95 0.95 1 0.05 0.05 0
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APPENDIX 2/2
Measure Impact coefficients Change in severity, %
number DESCRIPTIO N O F MEASURE Car Light Animal Car Light Animal

SPEED LIMITS
501 Speed limit 40 -> 50 km/h 1.098 1.098 1.098 -0.16 -1.02 -0.64
502 Speed limit 50 -> 40 km/h 0.911 0.911 0.911 0.16 0.51 0.39
503 Speed limit 50 -> 60 km/h 1.098 1.098 1.098 -0.16 -0.51 -0.64
504 Speed limit 60 -> 50 km/h 0.911 0.911 0.911 0.14 0.34 0.39
505 Speed limit 60 -> 70 km/h 1.098 1.098 1.098 -0.16 -0.22 -0.64
506 Speed limit 70 -> 60 km/h 0.911 0.911 0.911 0.14 0.18 0.39
507 Speed limit 70 -> 80 km/h 1.098 1.098 1.098 -0.16 -0.16 -0.64
508 Speed limit 80 -> 70 km/h 0.911 0.911 0.911 0.14 0.14 0.39
509 Speed limit 80 -> 100 km/h 1.168 1.168 1.168 -0.16 -0.19 -0.81
510 Speed limit 100 -> 80 km/h 0.857 0.857 0.857 0.14 0.16 0.45
511 Speed limit, summer 100->120 km/h 1.112 1.112 1.112 -0.16 -0.22 -0.64
512 Speed limit, summer  120->100 km/h 0.899 0.899 0.899 0.14 0.19 0.39
513 Speed limit, summer 100->80 km/h 0.899 0.899 0.899 0.14 0.16 0.45
514 Speed limit summer  80->100 km/h 1.112 1.112 1.112 -0.16 -0.19 -0.81
515 Speed limit, winter 100->80 km/h 0.947 0.947 0.947 0.14 0.16 0.45
516 Speed limit, winter 80->100 km/h 1.056 1.056 1.056 -0.16 -0.19 -0.81

O THER SIGNING
601 STO P-sign, 3-arm cross ing 0.95 0.95 1 0 0 0
602 STO P-sign, 4-arm cross ing 0.85 0.85 1 0 0 0
603 Painting new middle line 0.95 0.95 0.95 0 0 0
604 Painting new middle and s ide lines 0.9 0.9 0.9 0 0 0
605 Road s ide  re flector posts , 80 km/h 1.1 1.1 1.1 -0.05 -0.05 -0.05
606 Road s ide  re flector posts , 100 km/h 0.95 0.95 0.95 0 0 0
607 Signs to a sharp curve 0.8 1 1 0 0 0
608 Improving cross ing markings 0.95 0.95 1 0 0 0

URBAN MEASURES
701 Renovation of a street to lower speeds&speed lim 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.2 0.25 0.2
702 Humps, bumps e tc. and speed limits 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.2 0.25 0.2
703 Traffic arrangements  on streets 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.05 0.1 0
704 Measures supporting speed limit obeydance 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.05 0.1 0.05

O THERS
801 STO P-sign on railroad cross ing 0.6 1 1 0.1 0 0
802 Gates  to a railroad cross ing 0.5 0.9 1 0.1 0.1 0
803 Grade separated railroad cross ing 0.4 0.4 1 0.1 0.1 0
804 Sicnificant improvement in winter maintenance 0.95 0.95 0.95 0 0 0
805 Automatic speed enforcement 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.2 0.2 0.2

O WN MEASURES
901 O wn measure  number 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

NB: Number of injury accidents  after the implementation of the  measures  are: 
= Forecast of the number of accidents   *  Impact Coefficient1 *  Impact Coefficient2…
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APPENDIX 3

Economic assessment of traffic safety measures
Measures in calculation: Black spots 1 .. 29

Values used in the calculations: Results:
Investment in 1000 USD 2085.3 NPV/investment:
Investment in 1000 LIT 8716.6
USD in LIT 4.18 BASE
Avoided injury accidents/year 7.11 growth % years
Avoided fatalities/year 2.70 20 15 cost20
Costs: 2 2.62 2.15 2.02
Killed, 1000 USD 233 BASE 4 3.18 2.52 2.48
Injured, 1000 USD 19 6 3.86 2.96 3.05
Savings from 1 injury accident:
Killed 0.38
Injured 1.10

Legend:
20 = 20 years, 10 % discount rate
15 = 15 years, 10 % discount rate
cost20 = 20 years, 10 % discount rate, investments 20 % more than evaluated

Growth  = 2, 4 or  6 % traffic growth

Sensitivity analysis
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APPENDIX 4
REPORT   OPERATION NUMBER ORDER
Example of one of the TARVA reports

        TOTAL EFFECTS:
                                                      Milea  Current   Reduced   Current
Reduced
                                        Length  ADT   Mkm/y  i.a./y    i.a./y    fatal/y
fatal/y
101. Pedestrian/bicycle way             37740   2662   36.7  12.155     1.823     3.817     0.659
105. Zebra crossing arrangements         7750   3673   10.4   3.121     0.237     1.006     0.080
106. Improving ped/bic. way              5500   6933   13.9   7.189     0.668     2.388     0.236
203. Widening road, country side         1300   2838    1.3   0.662     0.060     0.212     0.019
204. Overtaking lane                     5150   8382   15.8   5.111     0.162     1.867     0.048
206. Wide lanes to a semi motorway       1500   2100    1.1   0.279     0.022     0.090     0.006
209. Building a central island           1990   2190    1.6   0.382     0.065     0.117     0.034
210. Bus stop, country side               650   8400    2.0   0.417     0.062     0.151     0.024
301. New lightning, rigid poles          7500   8600   23.5   7.312     0.679     2.674     0.245
402. Building a grade separated junctio   550   6500    1.3   0.186     0.078     0.065     0.033
406. Moving crossing to a better place   4040   3000    4.4   1.394     0.139     0.360     0.036
407. Channelisation of a 4-arm crossing  2300   4847    4.1   1.955     0.167     0.721     0.060
408. Improving channelisation, 4-arm cr   490   5105    0.9   0.174     0.009     0.047     0.002
409. Channelisation of a 3-arm crossing   750   2169    0.6   0.241     0.012     0.065     0.003
412. New traffic lights, 4-arm crossing  1900   4500    3.1   1.745     0.436     0.650     0.197
603. Painting new middle line              90   1035    0.0   0.009     0.000     0.002     0.000
604. Painting new middle and side lines  2750   4670    4.7   3.600     0.343     1.068     0.101
607. Signs to a sharp curve               450   3600    0.6   0.117     0.013     0.039     0.004
608. Improving crossing markings         6650   6341   15.4   7.594     0.348     2.497     0.112
702. Humps, bumps etc. and speed limits  3550   7945   10.3   4.050     1.053     1.481     0.582
704. Measures supporting speed limit ob  1100   3241    1.3   0.284     0.013     0.082     0.008
803. Grade separated railroad crossing   2000   4700    3.4   1.130     0.624     0.310     0.179
901. Road safety barriers                3000   3742    4.1   1.051     0.094     0.353     0.027
         TOTAL                          98700   4458  160.6  60.159     7.109    20.063     2.696

SELF DEFINED MEASURES:                                            Car    Light  Animal
901. Road safety barriers                                         0.80   1.00   1.00

       INDIVIDUAL OPERATION EFFECTS:

101. Pedestrian/bicycle way
         Begin     Ope-                 Milea  Current   Reduced   Current   Reduced
 Road  Sec   Dist  rat.   Length  ADT   Mkm/y  i.a./y    i.a./y    fatal/y   fatal/y
    2    12  9450   101    3250   2300    2.7   0.543     0.073     0.187     0.029
    6     0  6800   101     700   8600    2.2   0.418     0.073     0.150     0.029
    6     0  7500   101    1600   8600    5.0   0.956     0.168     0.343     0.067
    7     1  9100   101    1950   2400    1.7   0.803     0.146     0.288     0.058
    9     5  6900   101    1900   4500    3.1   1.745     0.316     0.650     0.124
   11    14  2400   101    3400   3600    4.5   1.617     0.271     0.578     0.108
  118     5  1650   101     450   2076    0.3   0.112     0.017     0.030     0.005
  120     1  2450   101    1750   1900    1.2   0.417     0.082     0.118     0.026
  122    10  1080   101    4040   3000    4.4   1.394     0.137     0.360     0.043
  130     1  1000   101    2000   4700    3.4   1.130     0.161     0.310     0.050
  140     0  6000   101     850   5700    1.8   0.421     0.064     0.115     0.020
  141    17  1900   101     900   2100    0.7   0.294     0.024     0.075     0.008
  155     1  9400   101    2700   2464    2.4   0.720     0.117     0.200     0.037
 3005     0     0   101    4400    700    1.1   0.610     0.111     0.170     0.035
 5212     0  3100   101    7850    700    2.0   0.975     0.065     0.242     0.020
    TOTAL                 37740   2662   36.7  12.155     1.823     3.817     0.659

105. Zebra crossing arrangements
         Begin     Ope-                 Milea  Current   Reduced   Current   Reduced
 Road  Sec   Dist  rat.   Length  ADT   Mkm/y  i.a./y    i.a./y    fatal/y   fatal/y
    6     2  8000   105     400   5800    0.8   0.199     0.014     0.068     0.005
   11    14  2400   105    3400   3600    4.5   1.617     0.124     0.578     0.046
  139     0  4300   105     400   6021    0.9   0.164     0.012     0.045     0.003
  140     0  6000   105     850   5700    1.8   0.421     0.031     0.115     0.009
  155     1  9400   105    2700   2464    2.4   0.720     0.055     0.200     0.016
    TOTAL                  7750   3673   10.4   3.121     0.237     1.006     0.080
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106. Improving ped/bic. way
         Begin     Ope-                 Milea  Current   Reduced   Current   Reduced
 Road  Sec   Dist  rat.   Length  ADT   Mkm/y  i.a./y    i.a./y    fatal/y   fatal/y
    6     1  1150   106    3150   8600    9.9   3.956     0.349     1.457     0.136
  130     0  6800   106    2350   4700    4.0   3.233     0.319     0.931     0.100
    TOTAL                  5500   6933   13.9   7.189     0.668     2.388     0.236

203. Widening road, country side
         Begin     Ope-                 Milea  Current   Reduced   Current   Reduced
 Road  Sec   Dist  rat.   Length  ADT   Mkm/y  i.a./y    i.a./y    fatal/y   fatal/y
    9     5  6900   203     400   4500    0.7   0.367     0.031     0.137     0.011
  141    17  1900   203     900   2100    0.7   0.294     0.029     0.075     0.007
    TOTAL                  1300   2838    1.3   0.662     0.060     0.212     0.019
….

N.B. i.a. = Injury accident


